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GOLD INCREASE
CONTRACTION OF CURREN-CCAUSES REDUCTION
OF LOANS AND BILLS
FED. RESERVE

The Foreign Trade Is Off. The Banks
Abroad Fail to Make Showing of
U. 8. in the Cut of Paper

Accessories

and Supplies

Phone

42

P. & R. GARAGE

Washington, Federal reserve bank
operations during the past year have
resulted In 'an itfcreaee of its gold
holdings by 1433,607,000, a decrease in
its notes in circulation of 1480,000,000
and an increase la its total reserves
of 1519,000,000, according to a statement issued by the board of governors. The contraction of the currency
indicated the board said, the degree to
which the country had entered a period of deflation.
"Characteristics of this period cn
the banking side have been reduction
of loans and bills held, retirement of
note circulation, gain in gold and
liquidation of investments,' the statement said "while on the business side
there has been lowering of production
growth of unemployment, faWng off
of foreign trade and reaction of prices.
Rcovery It Prepared
"The spring months of 1921 would
seem In the light of information now
Available, to be a period of approach
to equilibrium in certain lines of business and of preparation for recovery
from depressed conditions that had
developed."
Total resources of the reserve system, amounting to $5,242,000,000 on
June 29, 1921, were decreased 13.7
percent from the total on June 25,
1920, or $6,074,000,000.
The capital
of federal reserve banks, however, Increased from $94,500,000 to $102,194,-00during the same period due to
the fact that the "system has steadily
membership
increased
in
and
strength" during the year. This, the
board remarked, was in striking contrast with the decline in total resources."
Government obligations
continued
to work out of the banking system of
the country, and into hands of private or corporate investors, it was
said, because reserve loans on treasury bonds and certificates of indebtedness dropped from $1,300,000 in
June 1920 to $648,000 in June of
this year. The total of reserve notes
in circulation last month was
while in the same month of
1920, it was $3,117,000,000.
Discussing the gold movements, the
board pointed out that the metal
flowed out of the United States in
1919 in considerable quantities but began returning in even greater volume
in 1920, the import for the past year
being $616,000,000. Offsetting imports
against exports since the armistice
and to June 10, the country's gold
Btock showed a net increase of $120,
000,000 and was still bound upward.
Relationship la Disturbed
"The great shipments of gold to the
United States have been the result of
the Blackening and disorganization of
trade, and the dlstrubance of financial
relationship" the board said.
"How
far the inward gold movement will be
continued cannot now be predicted,
but it should be noted that such importations even when entirely deposited In the federal reserve bank, aro
by no means the sole measure of
their Increasing liquidity.
Banking system abroad were not
able to 'accomplish the reduction uf
paper currencies the statement said,
to anything like the degree which the
federal system showed.
In England
circulating notes were reduced 2 per
cent during the year, while in France
they increuse the rate per cent, In
Italy 11 percent and in Germany 27
percent.
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Movement to Give Two Men Medals
la Launched
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Katherlne

Miss

Butter-field-

,

high
school
girl of
Welser, Idaho, who won the Firestone

scholarship for the best essay In the
national contest In which 250,000
high school students In ah parts of
the country participated.
The schol- rship Is a four-yea- r
university
course valued at $9,000.
APPROVES

STATE

THE ROAD PROJECT
R

Says the U. 8. Government Approves
The $6,320,000 Road .Projects l
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City. With an agreement with government officials, B. E.
Clark, state highway commissioner returned to Oklahoma City from Washington recently with plans complete and official by which $6,230,000
will be paid on Oklahoma road projects by the government for the five
year period which ended June 20.
For the first tlm In the history of
the highway department government
state specifications on bridges tally to
the dot, due to an agreement reached
by Clark and federal highway authorities and the state, highway head believes that all bridges In the state
now under way will participate in federal aid appropriation.
Fifty-fou- r
projects which will share
In federal aid are complete, Clark said
recently. Seven are complete. Among
the fifty-fou- r
are a dozen bridge projects.

SAYS WAR ELEMENT SMALL
Feeling Not Perman-nentProf. Suyohirlo Says

n

Waahington

thinking

The

;

east-closin-

HIGHWAY C0MMIS-SI0ERETURNS

,

people

of Japan give no heed to

the taly of a
of Japan give no heed to the talk of a

es and Japan, according to Professor
Shlgeo Suyohirlo of Tokio imperial
university, who is here consulting
with leading American statesmen on
the subject of limitation of armaments.
There is war talk in Japan, Just as
there is in the United States, Professor Suyohirlo said, but this he attributed to a "minority of those who have
imperialistic plans for the development of the national power" the great
majority of the Japanese people are
progressive and realize that peaceful
negotiations is far more desirable
than military actions, according to the
educator.
feeling exists In Japan, the .educator admitted, but he refuses to consider this as permanent.
Antogonlsm toward the United States In Japan exists largely in the masses but is a temporary feeling brought
about by the Yap controversy and the
California land laws.
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MEMORIAL FOR MRS. EDDY
One Hundredth Anniversary

of Birth
of Founder of Christian Science

n

Boston, Mass. July 16, at Bow, N.
H., will be memorialized the one hun-

dredth anniversary of the birth of
Mary Baker Eddy, the discoverer and
founder of Christian Science. Bow !
a small village, a few miles from
Concord. There, on the site of the
house where Mrs. Eddy was born, hea
FIVE ARE KILLED IN BLAZE been placed a pyramid, the largest
Twenty-seveInjured When Stand- single block of granite ever hewn
the quarries of her native state,
ard Oil Refinery Burns
from tbs quarries of her native state.
Whiting, Ind. Five men lost their Health," was brought out in 175. In
lives and twenty-sevewere hurt 1879 she chartered the First Chris
when fire started In the Standard Oil Man Science Church In Boston
here
n

Niagara Falls, N. V. A movement
was started to obtain Carnegie medals
and prizes for Duglaa Modle and Fred
Smith both of this city,

El Ida, New Mexico

l--

Money

RESCUE WOMAN,

Grnln.
Wlifiat unil coin prices declined during
the week. The only advance wan on tltu
kUtli in:luMiced
by good export business
and reports of drouth In Kurope and
Argentine. At the close wheat crop
Indicate damage. Export demand
alow.
Country offerlnRS liberal. First
car new wheat on Chicago market July
1st sold at Sl.il3
graded No. 2 mixed,
test weight (W. Corn crop reports generally favorable; total crop estimated at
8.01)0,000 bushels.
Corn curling reiwrted
In Nebraska; hot weather doing damage
In South Dakota.
In Chicago cssh market No. 2 red winter wheat ll.Utt; No. 2
hard 1.31; No. 3 mixed corn BOc; No.
yellow corn t)Oc; No. 3 white oats 35c.
For the week Chicago July wheat down
8
at $l.i!2
July corn unchanged at OJc; Minneapolis July wheat down
8
Chicago September
at S1.24.
wheat down 1
at $1.22; September
corn down
at ttlic. Minneapolis
September wheat down 2
at 1.27
Kunsas City September wheut down
3c at $l.J3
May.
Extremely litfht movement and limited
causing
demand
prices to be only nominal in many markets. Dry weather affecting pastures in several sections, but
buyers still discounting damuge. Trices
practically unchanged.
timothy,
No.
quoted New York t'29..")0; Minneapolis,
I8; Memphis S2fl; Atlanta !'. No. 1
alfalfa Memphis L'0, Atlanta 2fl; No. 1
prauie, Mimicupolis $10.
Feed
Market quiet.
Further declines In
bran and middlings. Oilier feeds generally (taBier. Memphis cottonseed meal
market a shade firmer but prices in
oUier markets mostly nominal because of
absence of demand. Supplies and offerings good.
Dried brewers'
grains In
good supply at tltl f. o. b. eastern shipping points. lieet pulp and alfalfa meal
dull. Corn feeds weak, especially hominy feed. Quoted: liran. $13.25
middlings $13 Minneapolis; 3(1 p. c. cottonseed meal $2i).7r Memphis, $.10 Atlanta;
white hominy feed $23 Chicago; $211.2.1
Philadelphia; linseed meal $28 Minneapolis, $31.30 Chicago; No. 1 alfalfa mwl
$18.50 Kansas City.
Fruits and Vegetables
Irish cobbler potatoes from Eastern
ern consuming markets the past weHi
g
shore of Virginia advanced BOc In
$3.00 to $3.25 New York; $3 to
$4 in other cities.
Mississippi tomatoes
in
carriers slightly weaker in
most eastern markets, ranging generally
steady at
$1.15 to $1.40.
Baltimore
$1.50 to ft. SO. Texas stock down seventy cents Chicago, closing 00c to $1. California salmon tint cantaloupes, standard 45 nhowud a slightly broader rang
at shipping points, closing $1.40 to $1.85
f. o. b. cash track. Prices in consuming
markets up $1 at $4 to $3 per crate.
Ueorsla Tom Watson watermelons, m
dium sizes, declined $150 to $225 at ship,
ping points, ranging $7n to $300 per car
r. o. b cash truck to growers. Prices for
Florida and Georgia melons declined
350 to $550.
$800 In New York, closing
Oeorgla Klberta
peaches In
carriers $2.00 to $2.25 t. o. b. cash track.
$2.7B to $3.00
Oeorgla
In Cincinnati.
Hlleys and Belles down BOc New York at
$$.2 to $3.50. Belles $1.50 to $1.60 f. o.
b. ,oash track In producing sections.
JLlvestoek
and Meats
Chicago livestock prices show net advances of 25c to 00c over prices of a
week ago. Cattle prices are almost In
variably lower. Beef steers down 10 to
25c, butcher cows and heifers steady to
25c lower. Fat lambs declined 75c to
$1.25; yearlings 50c to 75c per KM) lbs.
Fat ewes weak to 25c lower. July 1
hogs, top (one load)
Chicago prices:
$0.30; bulk of sales $8.60 to $0.2O; medium and good beef steers $7 to $8.50;
butcher cows and heifers $3.75 to $8;
feeder steers $5.75 to $7.50; light ana
medium weight veal calves $7.50 to $0.50;
fat lambs $8.25 to $10.60; feeding lambs
$5.75 to $8.75; yearlings $5.50 to $8; fat
ewes 2.25 to $:
Stocker and feeder
shipments from 10 Important markets
during the week ending June 24 were:
cattle and calvea 20,010; hogs 2.506;
sheep 0,475. With the exception of mutton, eastern wholesale fresh meat prices
are substantially lower. Ijmb lost $1
to $6, veal $2 to $3; beef 50c to $1.25;
pork loins generally $1. Mutton practically unchanged. July 1 prices good
grade meats: beef $12.75 to $14.50; veal
$13 to $15; lamb $10 to $23; mutton $10
to $18: light pork loins $17 to 20; heavy
loins $14 to $16.
Dairy Products
Butter markets firm throughout the
week under active demand for current
requirements and for storing. All grades
in demand and a larger quantity of mebe moved without
dium grades could
HI lculty.
Markets closed Arm with the
price tendency upward. Closing prices,
62 score. New York 35
Chicago,
$5e; Philadelphia 86
Boston 37.
Cheese markets have held steady but
show little change. Hot weather beginning to tell on quality. .Production decreasing In some sections. Prices at
primary markets average:
Wisconsin
twins 14c; daisies 14
double daisies lie; longhorns 15c; young Americas
15
Cotten
Spot cotton prices advanced about fto
points the past week, closing srniimf
10.63c. per lb. New YorK July futures
up 86 points at 11.73c.

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

4,

REPORT

$2,634,-000,00-
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CTRAIGMT DAN1IING ON OAFU
AND SOUND METHODS,

THE KENNA RECORD

420 Scientists
Die in 3 Year
Russia.

in

MOW

INTELLIGENCE

CRIME

A

Aged Philosopher Are Left to Fate
in Dirty Prisons at Will of the
Many Great Profeeiore
Red
Among the Victim.

letters from
New Xork. Severn!
scientists living under the Bolshevist
regime In Itussla and other documents
describing the conditions under which
the Russian scientists are living at
present are made public by A. J. Sack,
director of the Russian Information
bureau In the United States, representing In this country the Russian demoforces. This macratic
terial came to Mr. Sack through Prof.
Boris Sokoloft, a leading member of
s
tiie party of
and deputy to the First
Professor
assembly.
constitutional
Sokoloff Is now In Prague, Czechoslovakia.
The statement says that according
to official Bolshevist statistics 420
Russian scientists died of starvation
during the last three years.
The names of the Russian scientists
who wrote these letters were not
given, as this, it Is said, would expose
them to Bolshevist "persecution. Describing the conditions under which
the scientists are now living In Russia, Professor X, writes:
"These years have been one continuous horror. ' . . . We were declared
by the Bolshevlkl to be parasites and
drones, and we were deprived even of
that miserable food allowance which
the workers and the soldiers have been
receiving."
Government by Falsehood.
Professor of Philosophy D. writes
that he looks upon the tragic situation
"with Interest calmly, as befits a philosopher. Just as calm'.y as 1 consider
the fact that In my room the water is
freezing and that I ara eating oats, Instead of bread and meat. All these discomforts of soviet Russia 1 regard
quite calmly.
"But there Is one aspect of life under the soviet rule which compels me
to despise that rule.
This is their
boundless falsehood. Every day, on
the pages of their silly newspupers. In
their speeches, In their books there
are falsehood and deceit everywhere."
Professor W. Writes:
"No, there con be no understanding

I

Cabinet

1

in Marsh Areas

n

Sam's Biologists Declare
The Wild Fowl Must Have

Uncle

Further Protection.

,

ARE

OUSTED

DRAINAGE

BY

Result of the Study, During Three
Summers, of the Ducks and Canada
Geese That Breed In Bear River
Region of Utah.
(Prepared

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

Washington. Although
legislative
measures for the protection of wild
fowl have multiplied, and have added
to the restrictions on hunters, these
regulations have not been sufficient to
maintain these game birds In their
former abundance. Regions that once
were the summer homes of myriads
of wild ducks have been drained and
placed- under cultivation, and extensive
areas where the birds at one time
bred are now populous farming communities.
These changes, sny biologists of the
United States Department of 'Agriculture, have crowded out the former
feathered residents and have served
in a corresponding degree to reduce
their numbers.
Realization of these facts has led

Navy Plane for Commercial Uses
uAafjMfjsjDfa
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FEDERAL

FOR HIGHWAYS

AID
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JJ licit Refuses

Socialist-Revolutionist-

GOO

The Kitchen

between me and the Bolshevlkl. I am
an old, foeble man, hardly able to
move, wiUt feet swollen with sores
from the cold and hungry winter. let
they are keeping me In solitary confinement."
Aged Scientist Tortured.
Finally,- - Assistant
Professor
X.
writes:
"It was hard to watch the sufferings
of Evgroph Stephanovitch (Professor
Federoff, the crystallographer).
Aged,
gray, emaciated from hunger, he had
grown so weak the last few days that
he was unable even to get up from
bed.
I. came to visit him. I brought
hlra a Utile 6tale bread, which I had
difficulty In obtaining, for I had no
money. He grasped the bread eagerly.
He took a bite, and then he stopped:
"You are young, better eat your

Victims of Starvation Under Persecution of Bolshevik Regime

self; as for m, It is time for me to tnniiiiiiiuiuminmimwmiiiiimiiiiim
die." .
"And vainly did 1 try to urge him
to take some broad and gruel. . . ."
The first Issue of the Journal,
Science and Its Workers, published recently by the Committee for the Improvement of the Condition of Scientists In Petrograd, contains In Its In& 1120. Wutera Newfpipn Union.)
troductory article a list of Russlnc sciLook to your health; and If you have
entists who died of hunger and
It, pralRO Cod unl value It next to a
destitution during the last few months
Rood conscience: for health Is the
of 1920. This list cites the following
bleftslng that mortal! are capable
names: Prof. V. A. Bcrnatsky (physicof a bleaelng that money cannot buy.
ist). V. L. Bernatsky (zoologist),
Izaak Walton.
Prof. S. A. Vengerov, Prof. N. A.
HOT WEATHER DISHES.
Gezeehus, N. L. Hecker (physicist),
Prof. D. L Dublago (astronomer), V
During the hot weather when all
A. Molznlevsky (historian).
Prof. V.
work
seems a burden and play so In
V. Polovlzov (botanist),
E.
Prof.
vltlng, is the time to rest
S. Federoff (crystallographer),
Prof.
on a shady porch or pnek
P . K. Sternberg (astronomer), and A.
a basket for a day by the
A. Shakhmotov (academician).
lake or river, if the ocean
"If this process of the dying out of
Is too far away.
scientists," says the Journal, "will conThe housewife who
tinue at this rate our country will be
plans to do much of
entirely deprived of Its brain. Th
the everyday thlpgs out
life of a scientist In our times Is ter
..111 nA ... I u a an
rible, as regards his physical environ
jj much the' pleasures of
ment, and Is a torture morally."
out of doors. Even a
, shndy back door step
may be comfortable to shell peas,
pare potatoes, stem berries and even
prepare desserts. Being out of doors
v r
makes the work mostly play.
The desserts which may be prepared
the nlpht before or In the early morn
Ing will be ready, with no hurry at
,the time they are needed.
'
If the family enjoys pie and what
recently to the adoption of other family does not the pastry may be
measures to encourage waterfowl. A prepared, enough for two .pies and
number of extensive marsh areas have lemon or custard crust at one time,
been made permanent refuges under Take a cupful of lard, a half cupful
the guardianship of the Department of of boiling water and a teaspoonful of
Agriculture, and many private pre- fialt, stir until dissolved, then add
serves, some formed by artificial three cupfuls of sifted flour. When
means, have been established where well mixed put Into the Ice chest to
Uie birds are protected while nesting. chill. This may be-- done In a very
As a means of
In such few minutes at night and the pastry
efforts to maintain and increase the will be ready In the morning. Line
number of waterfowl, the biological the pie tins, fulling the crust Into
survey of the United States Depart- them, as this kind of pastry seems to
ment of Agriculture has undertaken shrink more than the ordinary kind.
Investigations of the general conditions Pastry made this way Is usually reunder which wild ducks live and peated again and again, for It Is althrive, coupled with counts of the ways uniform and very tender and
birds found In areas varying In char- flaky.
Line a pie plate with a
acter. During three summers, field
studies were made dealing with wild crust and fill with a pint of milk, a
ducks In the Bear river marshes in third of a cupful or less of sugar, three
eggs, a. half teaspoonful tt
Utah, a report of which has Just been
published by the department In De- nutmeg and put the pie Into a hot
partment Bulletin 030, Wild Ducks and oven at first to hake the crust quick'
Duck Foods of the Bear River Marshes, Iy on the bottom, then reduce the heat
and cook slower until the custard Is
Utah.
During the three seasons devoted to set ; you will have a good custard pie.
this work 12 species of ducks and the Don't forget a pinch of salt, which Is
Canada goose were found breeding In usually needed in all plea..
the region Included In the Bear river
marshes, which cover an extensive
Ehe dresses aye eae clean and neat,
Balth decent and genteel,
area at the northern end of Great
And
then there's something In her gait
Salt Lake. In an enumeration made
Makes ony drees look weel.
during May and June, 1010. of the 11
Burns.
species of breeding ducks 3,500 pairs
were couuted, and it Is believed that
DESSERT SUGGESTIONS.
this number represents between 00 and
100 per cent of the total number of
A delicious dessert which may take
breeding ducks occurring here that the place of a frozen dish
is:
season.
Pineapple Fluff.
Vast Number In One Region.
Line glass
Allowing five young reared to' macups with
turity as the average for each pair,
thin
slices
of
and considering 1010 as an average
sponge cake,
season, the bulletin states that, at a
.moistened
with
conservative estimate, between 25,000
pineapple Juice.
and 80,000 wild ducks, native to the
Beat one cupful
marsh, are to be found there at
of neavy cream,
of the breeding season.
egg and a cupful
add one
It was found that, In addition to of powdered sugar with a cupful of
the large number of birds reared on shredded pineapple to which a
the Bear river area, many other ducks
of lemon
has been
came in after the nesting season to re- added. A spoonful Juice
of bright, fresh
main there until fall. That birds from berries added to each cup makes a
the Bear river section range widely most attractive dessert.
after leaving these marshes has been
Frozen Plum Pudding. Scald a pint
shown by records of ducks that have of milk and when
hot pour over three
been banded and released there and well beaten
add a cupful of
subsequently were shot elsewhere. Rec- sugar
cook over hot water until
and
reords thus obtained show that birds
leased near the mouth of Bear river the mixture coats the spoon; strain
and flavor with melted chocolate. IFold
In migration cover the region from
In
Oklahoma to Texus and west to Cal- eggsthe stiffly beaten whites of the
and one cupful of whipped
urges
esdepartment
The
the
ifornia.
Prepare the fruit to be used,
cream.
greater
tablishment of a
number of
preserves where wild fowl may breed steaming the raisins and currants and
citron after soaking
and rest unmolested and find an am- adding shreddedorange
for two hours in
Juice. B'reeze as
ple supply of food.
usual.
A delightful dessert, so easy to
e
If a baked pustry shell is ready.
Is made by heaping the shell with any
sugared fresh fruit. Cover with sweetwhipped creum; chill and serve.
crown formerly was worn by the Grand ened
Banana Cream. Slice three ripe
Duchess Xenla of Russia. Mrs. Wilpress through a sieve; add a
kinson bought the trifle for $800,000. bantmas,
box of' ripe, crushetT'berrles, reserv.
Suspended beneath her chin was the Ing
some of the Juice; mix together
cluster of famous Shrewsbury pearls, lightly
with enough powdered sugar to
more than 800 years old. They were
and set aside to chill. Serve
bought by Mrs. Wilkinson from the sweeten
English museum so she could weai In sherbet cups with sweetened
cream and some of the berry
them in Paris. Her dress was Inter whipped
Juice on top.
woven with mor
than 300 genuine
Fruit Cream. Take tho Juice of
diamonds, other gens being set In hej
three oranges, three lemons and three
stockings and shoes
,
Altogether, Mrs. Wilkinson esti- bananas, mashed and put through a
mated her costume to e worth In the sieve; add a cupful or more of sugar
neighborhood of $l,BO0,'KX). She said: and a quart of cream, then freeze at
"French women have been the style usual.
Olive Salad. Peel olives to remove
setters long enough. I made up my
mind I would show thfra what real the stones; then roll up over pieces of
sensations meant. I hare a different blanched almonds. Cover with French
gown for every day In the year. I never dresslng'and add a handful of chopped
mint. Let stand over night to season.
wear one twice.'
Drain In the morning and add freL
mint Serve on head lettuce with a
For threading ihe ends f Iron rod thick mayonnaise.
used to hold alios together a cutting
die that can be operated by power
from an automobile has
Invented.
deep-flute-

d

well-beate- n

the-clos-

well-beate- n

President Harding Insists That State
and Communities Keep Roads
In Repair.
President Harding has touched up
a subject which It Is to be hoped
he will develop In his communication!
to congress, and that Is the subject ol
federal participation' in the building
Of good roads.
The government It
committed to the policy of
with the states In rond
tlon, and there Is no disposition t
depart from It, but the President l
emphatic In his Insistence that tht
states and communities shall assume
the responsibility of keeping theli
roads In repair, which Is only a Junl
and fair proposition, says Washington
Post. If the government la to pay
out millions of the taxpayers' monej
to help pay for the construction of.
roads, only to see within a few years
these highways deteriorate Into disuse and decay, that money Is wasted.
The value of good roads Is now gen-- ,
erally recognized and the larger and
more progressive states have proved
that they are good Investments. Improved highways mean not only good
automobile roads, they mean cheaper
and better food, greater values In the
land, better opportunities for the
rural population. And they also pay
good dividends In the huge sums collected In license fees for motor vehicles, enough In most Instances
the cost of repairs and Improvements.
The policy of the government cooperating with the states in the cost
of road building has been a great Incentive In the construction of better
highways and there Is no doubt that
many thousands of miles of roads have
been built under this plan, which
otherwise would not have been undertaken. It should and doubtless will
be continued, but there should be an
expressed guarantee that roads built
under this
plan are to be
maintained and kept In good repair.
This preeminently Is the duty of the
on
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Experimental Concrete Road, Chevy
Chase, Md., After Nearly Two Year"
Service.
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Nuvy const putrol flying bout, convened Into a six-seg
piissenger-corrylnflying limousine.
This Is the first of B 6erles of navy llyiug boats to be

re-

leased for commercial purposes.

pre-pur-

New York Zoo Has Atoino
Rattlesnake on Display
New York.

The Zoological
park In the Bronx has on exhibition a white rattlesnake found
In

the Berkshire hills. The snake

is about twelve Inches long, has
pink eyes and Is said to be an

albino. It Is about a year and a
half old. At the park It Is regarded as a great curiosity since
in the last twenty-on- e
years
there has been no report of such
a white rattler. The snake Is
transparent when held to the
Raymond U Ditmars,
light
curator of reptiles, discovered
the snake. He was unable to
capture tt when It ran Into a
rock pile. He made another trip
and met an amateur snake hunter, Roles Smith of Sheffield,
Muss., who promised to see that
the snake was captured and fulfilled his promise.

IT MADE EVEN PARISIANS
Extravagant

Costume Worn by
Mrs. Wilkinson of England.

Temperance ' Queen," Who Never
Wear Same Gown Twice, Gives
the French a Sensation.
Paris. No longer afraid of being
called profiteers, the owners of "war
millions" are now bringing them out
for the "grand season."
The result Is that Paris It witnessing a carnival of flamboyant extravagance unequaled, according to many
critics, since the days of Nero.
Mrs. Smith' Wilkinson, English "temQueen,"
who
perance
for three
weeks has made Paris sit back and
gusp, appeared at the Pre Catalan
restaurant one Saturday night with
her third husband, who Is twenty-fou- r
years old, wearing on ber bead a genuine crown composed of more than a
thousand pearls and rhluestones. The

GASP
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state and not of the general govern
ment, and It should be understood
that no state will recei ve an Hnrmw
prlatlon from the federal government
lor road building except under the'
stipulation that It will make
for upkeep.
This Is good Dollcv and iroort lni- ness and President Harding Is con
serving tne public Interest in bringing
It to the attention of the country.
States like Pennsylvania. Npw Vnrir
Ohio and Maryland, which have ex
penuea minions of their own nione
on a system of Imnrovpii l,
,o
willingly

would give

ol,

this line, and If any state is not ready
to make such an agreement It should
not participate In the federal appro- ynuuuu.
FACTORS

IN

PLANNING

ROAD

Location, Construction and Malnte.
rwnce Must Be Taken Into
8erlous Consideration.
The three principal division nt
tual road makliur are lilrntlnn 'nn- BtrucUon and maintenance. In man
ning a road It Is necessary that we
take Into consideration sit thraa
these steps, since proper location affect the cost of construction and
may materially reduce cost of maiu- icuauue.
Some of the thinirs to hA mn.iHor
In locating a road are easy grades,
good drainage, exposure to
sunshine,
elimination of culverts and bridges by
avoiding unnecessary creek crossings,
directness and the number of farms
te be served for a given length of
road. Whenever noHiM
it
a good location should not be rejected
merely because a certain roadway hue
been In use for some tirae.
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Author of

Dagger
of the upper sky I was barely able to

troce the upper story of the building,
hut It was all black, a gloomy, desertSynopsis. In a New York Jewelry
ed hole. Any faith I might have had
tore Philip Severn, United States
that the two I had attempted to follow
ennsulnr agent, notices a small box
had come there vanished as 1 strained
which attracts him. He purchases
my eyes for somegleam of light, or
It. Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing; giving a
any other sign to denote their presence
clew to a revolutionary movement
I still believed they had
within.
In this country ostensibly seeking
turned down the alley, but this was not
to overthrow the Chilean governtheir goal ; beyond doubt they had enment but evidently International In
character. The writing mentions a
tered some gate along the way, and
rendezvous, and Severn decides to
thus escaped me entirely.
Investigate. Finding the place menI hardly know what Impelled me to
tioned In the writing apparently degrope my way back along the fence,
serted, Severn visit a saloon In
the vicinity. A woman In the place
blindly feeling for a gate. Curiosity,
la met by a man, seemingly by apno doubt, and a lingering desire to
pointment, and Severn, his suspimake certain of what was Inside the
cions aroused, follows them.
barrier.
Tbe entrance was easily
found, a mere wooden door, held by an
iron clasp, which opened Instantly to
CHAPTER II Continued.
my touch. I stepped inside, closing it
t,
quietly behind me, and stared uneasily
The street was deserted and
the few lights showing mere about through the enshrouding
s
in the durkness. I plunged
My eyes, grown accustomed to the
straight across the street, as though
headed for the nearest car line, and gloom, made out dim outlines, encourthen, In the shade of darkness, re- aging further explorutlon. Discovertraced my steps, passing the corner, ing ample space, and what felt to my
until I attained, the side entrance. feet like a walk, I turned the corner In
Here, assured that I was safely be- search. At that moment the gate latch
yond observation, I paused to gnin clicked sharply, and I sank down, into
some conception of my surroundings. the black ground shadow, every nerve
Across from where I stood appeared tingling with alarm. The gate oper
the dim outlines of a long, ramshackle ated almost noiselessly, yet my strainbuilding, apparently a shed of some ed ears could detect Its stealthy movekind, while beyond the saloon was a ment, and hear the crunch of a heavy
y
row of
dwelling bouses, footstep on the cinder path wttbln.
seemingly exactly alike, and exhibit- The fellow evidently knew his way
even in that darkness, for there was no
ing no evidence of being occupied.
In which direction bad the couple hesitancy in his movements, no uncerturned after their exit through the tainty. He faded away along the rear
side door of the saloon to right, or wall, and I became aware that he bud
turned about the further corner. That
left?
would naturally mean there was a
Jans had unconsciously pointed In door there.
I had evidently been
this direction when he told of where searching
the wrong side.
tbe girl lived, and, although that was
Assured the man had vanished, and
doubtless a lie Intended to deceive, It that he sought entrance to tbe buildwas no more than natural for him to ing through some passage well known
have thoughtlessly
designated tbe to him, I crept forth along the end
proper point of the compass.
wall, crouched low In the shadow,
1 advanced cautiously, finding the
using every precaution" against dis
narrow sidewalk one of boards, In very covery. AH that was venturesome In
tad condition. It was only when 1 at- me held high carnival and nothing of
tained the end of this row of houses, danger now could have held me back.
and came to the entrance of a narrow, I reached the corner around which the
dark alley, that 1 found the slightest fellow had disappeared, but. In the Inproof that I was, by good fortune, tense blackness, could perceive no
upon the right trail. It was above this movement beyond, no sign of any pres
opening that the Incandescent bulb ence. I listened eagerly, scarcely ven
flickered dimly, yet. In spite of wind turing to breathe, and In another moand rain, gave me glimpse of the mud ment was rewarded by hearing the genunderfoot. The two must have been tle tap of knuckles on wood a few feet
the only ones passing that way since away; there could be no doubt of the
the drizzle began, for their footprints number two raps, a pause, three
were yet visible In the soft mud of the raps ; the very signal mentioned in the
crossing as they advanced beyond the letter. I waited, still breathless, unsafety of the board wnlk. By bending certain what had occurred, yet .conlow, and keeping my own shadow out vinced the man ahead had been given
of the way, I was able to trace their entrance.
progress for two or three yards quite
Unable longer to withstand the
easily, and then, to my surprise, the strain I took a step forward Into the
footprints turned abruptly to the left, darkness. At that Instant the latch of
and disappeared entirely.
the gate clicked behind me.
To all appearances the two had pro
ceeded down the alley. Block, uninCHAPTER III.
viting, as that gloomy passage appeared, they must have turned Into It
Within the Factory Walla.
and groped their way forward. Where?
I stood as though paralyzed, with
For what purpose? I could think of one foot uplifted, a hand "pressed
but one object the Alva Iron factory. against the wall, unable to move.
the mysterious meeting place at 876 There was nothing I could do to avert
Cans street.' Beyond all question this discovery, no place In which I could
alley would skirt along the back of crouch In hiding. The newcomer moved
that building, and there would be an swiftly, knowing bis way through the
ntranee at the rear.
darkness, and I had scarcely oppor
Dare I go on alone, unarmed as I tunlty to even glance backward when
was, knowing nothing of what I might he rounded the corner and bumped In
encounter?
I hesitated, my heart to me.
yet, after
beating like a
"Whit the h 11 1" ha exclaimed,
11 the danger seemed more
of the Im- startied at the. encounter. "Why, d n
agination than reality. Besides, I was it, Charlett, what are you slouching
still young, and venturesome; the situ here for? You're Charlett, ain't you?"
ation appealed to me, and well, ttie
"Yes," I muttered, the assent actually
memory of that girl's, face remained frightened out of me; then added
strangely insistent. Odd as It may lamely, "I couldn't remember the
seem, her predicament yielded me a
reckless desire to have an Immediate
The fellow laughed softly, releasing
hand in the game.
his grip on my coat.
I found two Imprints of her narrow
"If you attended more meetings
shoe In the mud after the turn had you'd be letter perfect," he suld, his
English without an accent. "Where
been made, then all trace vanished.
crept forward, enveloped In gloom, have you been the last month out of
keeping as closely as possible to the town ?"
high board fence at the left. The way
"In Washington," I ventured, pray
wus rough underfoot, and my progress lng the swift answer might sufllce.
consequently slow, being anxious to
"Oh, I see," more heartily. "So you
inuke as little noise as possible. The were the one Alva sent? Did the wom
passage wus so black, I lost all knowl an come buck with you?"
dge as to how far I hod gone, and was
The woinun I Who could he mean
only aroused to my rowitlon by finally but the same gin. who had been waitcoming up against a pile of lumber ing In the saloon? I had ventured al
which completely blocked the further ready too far to draw back ; I must
nd of the alley. I recalled dimly that take yet another chance, an answer.
the passage swerved here, running
"Not with me; thut would be too
along the sine of the Alva factory, un risky. She Is here, though."
tU It reached Gans street. Then the
"Good enough. That means money
place I sought was to my left, behind Let's go In."
the protection of tills high fence, along
He pushed past, and I followed, towhich I had been so cautiously feeling tally unable to determine In my own
my way.
mlud what to. do. The fellow In the
The silence was profound, stupefy-lag- , darkness evidently mistook me for
uncanny, Against the lighter lead owe one of the gang. His confidence
THE PLOTTERS.
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By Randall
Parrish
"The Strange Case
of Cavendish"
Copyright, bf Randall Fmrrlsh

efficiency. They were plotting revolu
tion. Only a strange chance had given
me the clew, and only a reckless persistency had opened a way before me.
Now my life was no longer my own; It
belonged to my country. I must live
to expose these men. But how?
My heart failed me as I stared about
at the bare walls, and forward to
where a heavy curtnln draped (he end
of the passage. This widened as we
dvttiiepd. so as to form what evidently
hod been designed as a cloakroom.
Wine stopped and removed his coat,

opproprlntlng an unoccupied nail, and
I followed his example, rejoicing to ob
serve that he still remained so confi
In my Identity as Charlett might win dent of my Id'tHIty
as to not once
me entrance but what then? That I glonce
In my direction.
around
The
was not Charlett would certainly be re- fellow seemed obsessed
with some spe
vealed by the first glenm of light, and cial desire, for he swept his eyes over
I would be helpless. I was alone, un the swinging garments,
and exclaimed;
armed,-anthese fellows, beyond ques
"Not half of them here yet. I want
tion, were engaged In a desperate n word with Alva
before the show
game. I am sure I should never have opens,
Charlett, so you better go right
ventured It had not my compoiilon on In.' See you
later."
suddenly turned and grasped my
sleeve.
"You saw Mendez, of course?"
"Sure."
Fifty-Fifton a Million
"And he vouched for her ; he says she
is ail right?"
"He chose her ; that ought to be
tTO BK CONTINUED.)
enough."
"II 11, I suppose so, but even Men- dez has made mistakes. Here's the WORLD ALMOST LOST GENIUS
door."
He rapped lightly, hfs fingers still Handel, Immortal Composer, Had Re- markable Escape From Death In
gripping niy sleeve In a grasp of friend-Sii.p- .
Duel in Early Life.
I could have broken away, and
ran for It, but something mysterious
The great composer Handel was
held me, some odd fascination of danger. I saw nothing, heard nothing, yet born at Halle, February 24, 1G84, and
had an instinctive feeling that a nar at the outset of his professlona life,
row, wicket had opened In the door. wuicn was ahout his twentieth year,
through which our dim outlines were he was uearly lost to the world by
being scrutinized. I held ray breath a quarrel with one Matthewson, an
able musician, who violently assaultexpectantly.
"Who Is there?" the voice 'was a ed him. A duel ensued, and nothing
mere whisper, so close as to startle me. but a score buttoned under Handel's
"Gaspnr Wine," was the answer. In coat and on which his antagonist's
weapon broke, saved his life, which
the same low tone, "1C3."
was destined to prove of luestlmuble
"What word?"
value to the whole world.
"Cervantes."
In performing on the organ his
"But there are two of you."
was
"Oh, this Is one of us. It's all right. command of the Instrument
amazing, as was the fullness of hla
Juan ; I'll vouch for him."
The fellow Inside grumbled some harmony and the grandeur and digHandel wore an
thing In Indistinguishable Spanish, but nity of his style.
opened the door silently. Just far enormous white wig, and when things
enough for us to slip through oue at a went well at the oratorios It had a
certain nod or vibration 'which denoted his satisfaction and pleasure.
Without this signal It was certain
that he was out of humor.
He never married and died ' possessed of $100,000, of which 'he be
f
queathed
to the fund for de
cayed musicians, while the remainder
went to his relatives. Chicago
y

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuina

Warning
Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, IMieumatlsm, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Bain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacldester ef Sallcycacli. ,
Fairy Tale.
Once upon a time, as all good stories
begin, there was a Fairy, and the
Woodsman was cutting down a whale
of a tree when the Fairy came by and

said, wuvlng her wand :
"Woodsman, spore that tree and get
a regular job being President of your
country."
And so the Woodsman moves to
Washington and one day the Fairy
called again and sold, w. her w. ;
"Is there anything more I can da
for you?"
And the President said:
!
You
"Yes, you' little son-o- f
can take me back where I came from
and hand me my ax, and beat it I"
Richmond
Times-Dispatc-

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may Buffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
ene so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
Makes Divers' Work Easier.
the remedy needed to overcome such
Possibilities for work in the depth conditions.
by
are
a
out
sea
new
held
lamp
the
of
Many send for a sample bottle to see
now on exhibition at a marine show what Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney,
Experts say the in- liver and bladder medicine, will do for
In Philadelphia.
vention opens a new field of deep sea them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
work In many ways. The lamp, which may
receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Is the Invention of a student at the Post.
You can purchase medium and
Sheffield scientific school, Yale univer- large size bottles at all drug stores.
sity, enables divers to make repairs on
Diners Follow the Leader.
vessels disabled at sea that are now
"People are like sheep," said the
impossible except by recourse to dry
cynical writer. "When a dinner Is
docking.
It Is also expected to be of Invalu- to be ordered for a party of six there
able assistance during war times, en- Is generally one master mind who
abling divers to clear the sea of dan- will select the kind of soup he wants.
gerous mines.
The United States, Almost Invariably the others will take
Japanese and British navies have all the same kind. So It goes down the
ordered a supply of the lamps. The line. There Is no Individuality. Yes,
lamp Is also expected to be of value I'll admit I usually suggest the more
In deep sea fishing and In sponge expensive dishes to the master mind.
It boosts the check." New York Sun.
fishing.
one-hal-
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Could Perceive Something of the Fel
low Now.

I felt Wine press past me, and
that the guard closed and
barred the door, but could see nothing;
not even my own hand before my eyes.
A latch clicked softly, and a dim
ray of light broke In. upon us from a
revealed passage beyond. It was so
faint as to scarcely render features vis
ible, and, as my coat collar was still
upturned, I pressed forward close be
hind Wine without discovery. I could
perceive something of the fellow now,
a rather squat figure, concealed by a
long, shapeless raincoat, wearing a
closely trimmed beard, and horn spectacles. His features were cfcarly for
eign, yet failed to bespeak the fighting
type. I placed him as a theorist, a
professor, perhaps, In some small cot
lege.
But my thoughts were not so occu
pled with my guide as with the problem of bow I wus to escape from him
I dore not go on Into the presence of
others, where discovery that I was not
Charlett would be Immediate. At any
cost I must avoid such exposure but
how? The place In which we were
gave me little Inspiration. It was a
low passuge-way- .
Inclosed by rough
board walls. Instantly driving home
upon me the Impression that it had
been constructed for the very purpose
for which It was now being utilized
a secret entrance to prevent any gleam
of light from being seen without. This
precaution, coupled with the tightly
boarded pussage, left the whole build
lug apparently deserted and desolate,
to any chance watcher without. This
was evidently no common, vulgar band
of schemers, but men with a definite
purpose In view, which they were engaged In carrying out with true secret
time.

wax aware

Identified.
Two teachers of one of the state Institutions, both of whom have written
textbooks, lunch together at the same
restaurant every day. They seek a
sheltered place and talk over affairs to
their heart's content. And their boast
Is that no oue at the place suspects
their real profession.
But the other day they were both
appalled when one of the waiters
called out to another: "Just take another glass of water down to the poets'
corner, will you?'
And strulght to their table the other waiter came. Indianapolis News.

Dont Forget Cutlcura Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, rendering other perfumes superfluous.
You may rely on It because one of the
Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
Talcum). 25c each everywhere.- -

Live Up to Their Name.
The French Invented the automobile,
and they also Invented the name. It Is
derived from the Greek "Autos," self,
and the French "mobile," movable, also uncertain and changeable. Perhaps
It is because of Its name that some
automobiles are so temperamental. One
can't very well call a thing uncertain
"Fit for the Gods."
Fragrant woods havt always been and unchangeable and expect It to
held In highest esteem a.. ng primi- act In any other manner.
tive people and were considered esLADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
pecially pleasing to the gods, guys the
Forestry Magazine. Ac- On alio amallar and walk la oomfort by
Amertcun
ALLAN'S FOUTiKASK, the antleep-tl- o
cordingly, they have figured promi- Vain powder
fur the feet.
Shaken Into the
Allen's
nently In their religious ceremonies hoes and jprlnkled In the new
shoes feel
tlKht or
makes
Footttaae
and burial rites. Sandalwood Is of eaay; gives Inatant relief to oorna, bunions
and callouaea, urevsnts iillatsrs, Callous and
the first rank.
Sore Bpolav
Eliminate Worthless Pictures.
Small Doses.
If pictures are worth .framing have
"Why don't you get him to prescribe them framed. Otherwise put them
whisky?" "What's the use? My doc- away or throw them away. Don't let
tor Is a homeopath." Exchange.
the younger members of the family
pin pictures on the wall. The edges
Ever Think of That?
curl und they soon become unsightly
"Why are kisses like grapes?"
dust collectors. Small, fussy
"Because they are nicest when you
should be avoided for the same
In
bunches."
get them
reason.
.
foot-bat-

-

brlc-n-bra- c

Another Way to Say It
"Whut you going to do? Survey?"
"No, we are going to measure the
town for a coffin. It Is dead." Judge.

For your daughter's sake, use Bed
Cross Ball Blue In the laundry; She
will then have that dulnty,
appearance that girls admire. 5c.

A married roan says that a thing
of beauty ceases to he a Joy when hit
wife wants one like It.

A hat pin In the hand of a woman
la mightier than a sword.

-
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Jfotlro lof rMleno.'
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.

lavage,

G.

June 4,i!)2i,
Notice is hffeby given that Claude
o- -o
F. Wortham, of Lecray, Texas, wha on
July 12. 1918, made add Hd. E., No.
U.
'Ctmmhtienzr,
Jiy Mr. ai fd Mrs. A. C. "White
,
036617, for Syi, Section 22, Town-t-hipa&
M.
N.
31.E,
Ranse
Oflico Rcom 12, tKt., National Hank P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tiont- o
hit
nidg.
make final three yar proof, to
Kiitt fed Fd (r uarv 8th Hu7 at Ehe K'cun'a,
establish claim lothe land above dejloswell,
New Mexico.
i'.'etr1 MexScoJ Post Omct, vut .rond Claa
scribed, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, at NWXt Sec. Ten T.
Ma' .' Matin.
N.M. 011 the 14 day of
R. 31--

l

00

General Real Estate and

Land Loans
All kinds of Insurance.

6--

a"

Now Alcxico

EliJa,

Ban

y q l j g in e d vjrssr y

Roberts

A,

H.

r

ft

Dr. Chas. A. Staehlin

it

Cubscr'islTbn $1.00 Per V9r In
imd Optician
Optcmeti
EYE
THAT SATISFY.
GLASSES
Advanca '

Roswell, New Alexico,

H, M. P. Meridian, lias filed noftice of
intention to make final three year ptroof ,
to establish claim to the laud above
V.hile,
described, before Alvin C.
N M.
nt
Kenna,
Commissioner
S.
U.
on the 2(, day of July igzi.
Claimant names aa .wlUeB93:
John P. Smith, Walter D. Smith,
Robert L. Hiillingsworlli, Willsa-n- II.
Morris, allot Eiida. N. M. )i.iiz
Env.uett Patton. Regisftc.

?
.Hello-Bi- ll-

i

dtertli1j

rates

tow-"-

atTtkowa an'eUfnioatloin

to

Dad Shsfirssns

Meals

EAT.

now

50 Cents

So Kwltchcrklkkln.

Notice for roDncatlon.
Department of the Interior, U. R
at noswelL N. ll..
Land Offi'-o- ,
June 9, ig2l.
Notice is hereby given that Myrtie I.
P.acliman.of M lne a' d. N. M. who, no
Jure. l2, g 8 , made lid. E. No.
for ALL of Section it;.
043872,
X. M. P. Men-dian- ,
Range 35-Twp
has filed notic; of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
befcre William 1'. Blanchard, U. S.
Commissioner at Jenkins,. N. M. on the
20 day of July 1921.
Claimant names as v.'itnweoa:
Pen S. Iltwls-pethJoe C. Ainsworth,
James A. Morris. Lawrence O.
all of Milncsand, X. M. ji"i'5
1

Kenna Hotel.
oricK or rrisiicAiioN.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office r.t Roswell, N. M.
Notice is hereby
June 17, io2t.
piven that 1 rank P. McGrew.of Elkiiif,
De:. 29. 1919, made add
N. M. who-o- n
S'JNF.V.
II. E. No. 042m, for
SP-.V- ,

Department

S.'c2r,S'iNV'4.

S?3 22. Two.- -

N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish ehr'm to the
land above described, before Register
or Rjcejer, of the U. S. Land Office,
at r.oswell, N. M. on the 20 day of
July iy2i.
Claimant narnee as witnesses:
Amos E. Smith, of Roswell, N. M .
.
John II. Dooley, William M.
Louis Fahrlender. these of
2 j22
Elkins, N. M.
Emmctt Tatton. Register.
Rge,

Dr. A. J. Evans,
Obstetrics
Oi(ct

Phone:
ELiDAJ

ILocal

lorSanta Fe

Ry,

27-K-

V-'-

27-E-

M

herty given that Hyron II.
Howard, of Eiida, N. M. who, on

Notice is

nmda orij; II. E. Oj'jjf'a,
who on Feb. 18,
1920, made additional II. E. No. 04676,
for NE,4 , Lots 1, 2, t, NW.VSEK,
Ranee 34. E,
Section 18, Township.
17, mid

-

Off lea First National Rahk BI4g.

PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.
--

0-

Will Appreciate a share
of your Abstract business.
--

d

Section 5, Township
M. P. Meridian,
Range 18 E, N.
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof , to establish claim
to the land aboved described, before
Alvin C. White, U.' S. Commissioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the 13 day of
4--

A

0-

Mrs. Maud Smith, Pres.
Portales,

to the "Old Home Back East"

To provide vacation opportunities

New Mexico.

J

for those who otherwise might be

denied the pleasure and benefit of change and rest, The Albuquerque
ticket
Daily and Sunday Herald has arranged to provide a round-trito Los Angles, San Deigo, and the ocean beaches of Southern California
(Pullman and meals enroute included) for every person in New Mexico,
subscriptyoung or old, who turns in forty (40) annual paid
ions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
p

hills of New Mexico;
For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
or a vacation "back to the old home," The Herald will provide an amount
equal to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon receipt
subscriptions to The Daily & Sunday Herald.
of forty (40)
paid-in-advan-

This Offer is Open to Every Citizen of

N. M.

Roswell,

Vacation Visit

Mex.

Ntf Matter where you live; if your home is "within the boundries of New
Mexico, this offer of a vacation with traveling expenses paid, is at your

command.

You Can Have Yojr Vacation Trip In Return

Nbw Home
YOUR
COSY
CORNER

For A FewHt urs Work In Spare Time

4JI

sell The Herald, because it's New Mexico's best daily and
But to make it all the easier for you, we've arrang
ed for you to ofifer with each annual subscription to The Herald at no
subscription to PICTORIAL
additional cost, a
magazine
for the home.
The
foremost
I
R EV E W

It's easy to

Sunday newspaper.

will Dot

paid-in-advan-

-

be complete
without a

Don't Delay Your Action On This Opportunity

" NEW
HOME."

.and

Mail This

Clip

Coupon Teday

It is tl le

(couroN)
Subscription Department
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

1mm

me a book of vacation trip order blank3 and full information
about your vacation offer.
-- Send

19, 1917,

forW'4, Sec

State Liirid Officii procead-

Do You Want a Trip to California jQ
Hills
An Outing in New Mexico5 Pine-Cla- d

S4NE,

SEX,

UTILE FOP.

1921.

N Itf

rosvVkll, ft. si.
Attwiicy.
Praotiolng bafara all Courts
Kspeeial attention to United

33a

Greatest Homo Economy.

Register.

M.,

.

-

JEWELER.

t.

Roswell,

Department of the Interior

U. S. Lonl Oflise at Fort Sumner,- N.
M. May 28, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that John W.
Jennings, of Olive, N. M. who, on Dec.
17, 1918, made add H. E. No. 015423.
and
forNSW'4, Sec. 4.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior, U. &
Laod Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.
June 1, 19J1.
Notice is
hereby given that Roger (). Mott, of
El kins, N. M., who, on May 3, 1921
maae m.
No. 019327, for NWX,
NMSE, Section 22, T
ana who on June 16,
k. ,
192, niaile a'JJ. H. E. 020295, for
Section 17, Twp.
Range
,
N. M. P. Meridian,! as filed notice
01 intention to make final
three year
Proof, to establish claim to the hnd
above described, before Dan Z. Savage,
U. S. Commissioner at Ko&wtl!,
N. M.
on thn 27 day ot July 19:1
Claimant names as witnesseti
Kwing L. Lu,k, (.f Rusvvcll, X. M.
Adam 15. Miller, John F. Van Eaton!
Ralph T. damage, thes-- i f Elkins,

North Main

B

Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Cofiiniissioner of the
General Laod Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., Pursuant to U13
application of George E. Taylor, Serial
Xo. 019470, we will offer at public
sale, to the highest bidder,
but
at not lesa than S3. 00 per acre
at 2 o.ciock p. m., on the 12th.
day of August, next, at this office,
the followias tract of land S!iNE,
,
N.M.P.M,
Section 25, T.
R.
Tho sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when tho:e
jnesent at the hour named have
The person making
ceased biddig.
the highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof An; persons claiming
land are
adversely' the
advised to file their clafjns or objections,
on or before the time Jesignated for
R. Harrison,
sale.
' Receiver.
j8 as
30-E-

FOR TCBLICATION,

G. W. ZfNK,

Dec.

88
N. M.

:

-

above-ijescribe-

33-E-

17,

:

-

RANGE CATTLE and SIIEF1
COMMISSION DEALER

Department of the Interior
July 1921.
U. S." Land Office at Roswell, N M.
Claimant names s vlWaesses:
June, 17. 1921.
HenryT. Jones, William A. Stroud,
Notice is hereby given that John P.
Oscar H. Hewatt, Harvey H. Lucas,
Smith, of Eiida, X. M. who, on all of Olive, N. M.
jio j8
August 5, ioiC), made add. Hd. E. No.
W. R. McGill, Register.
035224, for NE.V. Sec 3, Township
Range ,
N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Alvin
C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at
Kenna, N. M. on the 26 dav of juiy
I92r.
Edison & Vl'ctci-PhonographClaimant names as witnesses:
Joe I). Slack, Charley H. Slack,
Byron II. Howard, William II. Morris,
all of Eiida, N. M.
n j22
New Records Received Onde
Emmett Patron, Register.
A Month,

June

-:-

M. W. Hod ores'

124

Aollcc for Piihilention.

PUBM CATION.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

:

-

Emmctt Patton, Register.

Pahr-lender-

A

Snrg-jc-

-:-

of the Interior, U.

June I3,'I92T.

Door South of Port Office,

Mo-Cah- e,

IfOTICE

HAROLD HURD

Laud Office at Fort EaioneV, N.

Specialty

1

27--

'. li. McGill

Flut

A

.

6--

nt names ea wttnaatea:
L. Hollis, Mary E. Hollis,
Miller, these of Eiida, N. M,
Berrvlull, of kenna, N, M,
ji0j8
Emmett Tatton. Register.

"K

ISOLATED TARCT

i

To get samething to

1921

Claim
Robert
John H.
Fred B.

Notice for Publication

"

Go

t

'

July

'1
The MNF,W HOMR" Miicliluftwlth 1t
tniiny iiilr having JfVl s
iliiiuninl
fancy itmvtiiK V ill iriv U !f ti Uo
IHMiilhlH i yftur ''nnt'rt bxuuio of lu

Name)

.'

fr

f

(Town).

4

THE KENNA RECORD
and friends
Candy will
many of
she is the

It's Just as
-

If

a few days.

Mr.

rememberd by
the old timers as
oldrst daughter of
Le

Blackleg Vaccine P. D. &Co.
(AQRES5IN)

Mr. and Mrs. It. L. Robersool
who were among the early set

Easy -

Mrs. and Mrs. Geo. T. Little-fielentertained a number of
young friends last Sundsy afternoon in honor of their son, G.
Ws. birthe'ay. Music and games
were the main features of entertainment and at the close of the
evening delicious ice cream and
cake was to, ved.

Cents par doss. 0.13 do32 gives life imnvinity.
We sold over 20 003 doses last year, every
body using it had perfect results.

15

tiers here.
d

to fit you if you're lonp as
if you were short. Ycu'll
find your size here in that
cool summer underwear.
A card mentioning your size
13 all that's
necessary if you

II. Black began a
meetings
at Un'on Val
of
ser'e3
ley Thursday night and will continue until Sunday July 24ih
Everybody is invited to attend.
Rev.

need a pair of those khaki

pants.

C.

OWL
Rosvve'I,

$

CO.

DRUG

New Mexico.

-

r. 63. 33. McG.e.
Medicine

DAVID L. GEYER

and

LAND OFFlCKiJPRACTICE

ObiUtrlcs.

SPECIALTY.

A

Office Odd Fellows Bldg!

N. M.

Elida.

Farmer of Jenkins,
George
Rorie of Union Val
and
ley, were in Kenna, yesterday.
George

E. J. Williams
Roswcll,

New Mexico.

Serial No. 18.
Report of the condition of

THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO.
AT

1;!

o

WISE YOUNG HEN AND
WOMEN MAKE SAVINGS A
PART OF ENGAGEMENT

Patronize Home
Industry
-

Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense in helping
Kansa farmers twofd prosperty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home?

041
q!
IV

q
q
q
qq

Try a sack today. Its GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied," Bring it Back and
Get Your MONEY.

it

k

k
V

mar-.iare-

v.?

0
q

For Sale By

H.

Every young man should be very
tnreful in choosing the young woman
ha wishes to many; and no less caution should be exercised by a young
woman In accepting seriously the attentions of a young man.
The gill who permits and encourages her escort to upend money unnecessary and extravagantly upon
her will seldom niaUo a good wife,
tioocl wives nre economical, careful
ot expenditure and capable of making the dollar go a long ways. Ohis
do not have thl3 trait before
.
marriage seldom develop it after
Marriage Is a partnership, and
i badly masaged partnership is sel- lom a happy one. The young man who
lce3 not save, who Is not building up
i. ie.:ervo furi'3, but who Is "throwing
'Ms money at the birds" will seldom
Jo any be'.ter after marriage.
Some youn? couples in this state,
tlnjtead of srecdiiij; all they earn on
vttanlngioss pleasures, ure wisely
ku.'Irtlr.r; their savings funds together
Ith Wr.r Savings Stamps. More than
ikfily, theirs will be a happy mar

E. White,
Kenna,

N.

anvival meeting hera Sunday

July 17th. and
invited
Bud Wilkinson, wife and dau- services. We
ghter, Miss Gertrude, were in who will assist
town from their ranch south of this meeting.
town on Wednesday.

everbody is
to

cor-dual-

ly

attend there

have not heard
Rev. Gilliam in

Lee Robertson was up from
Boaz,
the first of the week re
Lee Richards, brand inspector
newing
his aqcuaintanceS.
was up from Roswell, last Sat-

urday inspecting cattle that
were being shipped from here.

2.

Oordt'afU, secured,

II. Eaves home for a few weeks.

Rev. W. B. Gilliam will begin

192 1.

37. 711.50"

f 37.71 1.50
$ None;

unsecured

S

None

None

banking house

7. (a) Value of

(if unencumbered)
8 Furniture and fixtures
'). Rea" estate owned other

1.831.39
841.CU

than
2 300.00

banking hnuse
amount due from Na- tional.Bankg
(b) Net amount duo from
serve banks
12. Net amount due from banks
and bankei'9 (other than include
in 10 or 11)
(a) Outsida checks
15.
and
other cash items
(b) Fractional
currency,
11.

i) Net

(

799.31
3.120 98

and

3

920.33

38 72

106.57

nickles and cents
1C Coin

187.29

5Cf .80

currency

47.367.30

TOTAL

LIABILITIES.

DallRs, Texas. "It is a brutal bed
t u'.h, thjit Jamvs J. Hill uttered
Tklien be said, 'If you want to know it
fou are going to be a success or a
Cullure in life, the test is simple and
nfallible; are you able to save mon-- ?
If not, drop out. You will fail
ss sure as you live. You may not
think so, but the feed of success is
eot In you," said A. F. McD'onald,
County Superintendent
of
Dalla"
County, when a representative of th
flavlng3 Division had advocated chil-

e

Capful stock paid in
2l. Surplus fund

dren saving and investing In
r
6a.vings Stamps and other government
Savings Securities.
"That saying of II til id plastered al'
over my boy's room. It is on the
bead of his bed; It Is stuck on his mirror, it is jtliiert Into his hank book
ha ssees it on his check book. I try
to have him farm the habit of awklng
hljiiKe'.f
whenever V,9 spends, 'am 1
buying something worth, to me, what
II costs?'
lie Is now headed on that
path. If he re.vli it continually, there
la nothing to fea:- for his future.
H
own his nhare of Treasury CP
titic.sies ami Liberty Uoada."

Marvin Roberson, wife and
mother-in-laand Mrs. Carlton
Roberson passed through Kenna,
yesterday en route to Pecos, Texas. Mrs. Kiltie Gandy and
children accompained them this
far where they will visitrelatives

There is no mistaking that Filipinos
want their independence. And It Is
Just possible, as they insist, that they
in the islnuds, better tl.nu we Americans over here, are the best Judges of
whether they ure II'. tod for IndependThe I'nited States lvnnts no
ence.
outburst in the Philippines ns England
faces In Ireland. The easiest way to
head oft' a rebellion Is to give tlu"

25.000.00

21.

Ufidiriiled profUs
expenses,
(c) Lass current
paid
taxes
in'erest and
Nat(a)
Net amount due to
21.

22

ional
(b) Net

l.Olt.OQ

1.014.06

banks

amount daa

tw

vo

burka
27.

Individual deposits
'

subject
U.904.18

to check

28 Certificates of deposit due
in less than 30 days
20. Cashier's checks outstanding;
demand deposits,
Total of
27
29.
Items
2. 30. 31. 32. 33.
35. Certificates of deposits...
33. (b) Notes

43.

'

and bills

redis-cuiate-

Note
90.71
14.994.89
4.3iS.S5

d

tUcwhsrj
tlnn at
Federal Kjerro Ink
Liabilities other than

2

000.00

thoso above statod
47.857.30

TOTAL

State of New Mexico, County of Roosevelt ss:
U'rjn'i
G oJ, President, and Clis. II. Sims, Cashier,
Wo
namad bank, do solemnly swear that the above
above
of'tho
statement is true to the bast of our knowledge and belief.
Frahk Oocd,
President.
Clias. II. Minis,
Cashier.
Correct-Att- est:

KuANk G(joi),

W. L. Shaks,
W. H. McComhs,
Dirwctoi's,

en-rout-

Mr. Alvah Holland is expected

ON JUNE 30,

AT

RESOURCES

'

to errive Sunday from San Anton's, Texas, to visit at the A.

7 HE CLOSE OF BUSINESS

Loans and discounts
?
Total Loans

'ock

Jones, secretary of the
Clovis Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. C. F. Schram returned passed through Kenna, Monday
home last Saturday from Rosto Roswell.
well, where she spent the past
week visiting relatives and
Dodnll Tire Company does
friends.
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and Rt
treading. Satisfacticn GuaranDayton White visited his sis teed.
Roswell. N. M.
ter, Mrs. Lela Williamson and
family in Carlsbad, the first of
PRESS COMMENT
this week.
Mrs. Frank Good is spending
this week with her son; Ren, and
ON PHILIPPINES
S. G. Bridges, Kemp Lumber wife on the Good ranch nnrtb.
man and Guy Smith of Elida, west of here.
The Philippines!
(Shenandoah (la.) Tost.)
were in Kenna, a few hours
Our idea of the I'hllipplne (liiestlnn
Wec'n.'Sday afternoon.
Carlton Roberson spent Thurs- Is to get
out as quickly us possible
day here visiting relatives while and stay out. What do you say?
to
Kenna was visited by another passing through
Our Little Brown Cousins
good rain Wednesday afternoon. Roswell.
(Argus, Itock Island, III.)
D. W.

en-rout-

OF NEW MEXICO.

1.

v.jnty supt. Mcdonald
quotes jas. j. hill

LOCALS

KENNA, IN THE STATE

Is ge.

M.

:

H

jSuscribed and ssvorn to before mo this 12, day of Jul

1911.

C Wkte,
Notary Tublic-

Alvin

-

My co.nn'usion expires March 25th. 1923,
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Why
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DEMAND

SPECIALISTS GIVE DIRECTIONS
FOR PUTTING DOWN EGG SUPPLY

Ik

Western Canada Can Take
Her Pick of Settlers,

gfl F

Opportunities and Conditions There
Appeal to the Most Desirable Possibilities of Country Proved.

Sickening Cherhical, Say Druggists
Sk....

GiASS'- -

f

"cold-storag-

r,

Erie?-snappe-

-

f

J

d

d

one-eight- h

,

three-sixteent-

It's toasted.

t
j

'

comforting asset when the win- ter snows drift over the field t
and yards.
MATERIAL

FOUND

IN .WHEAT

Specialists Define Terms Used In
eral Standards Dockage Is
Easily Removed.

NmARETT

DIAMOND WORN BY CARLOTTA
"Maximlllian Stone," With Unhappy
History, Is Now en Exhibition
at New York.'
greenlsh-whltA great
diamond,
known as the "Maximlllian' stone," Is
on exhibition for the first time In this
country at New York. Like all lorg'a
gems, this stone has a' history which
Is not happy. It was found In Brazil
about 1850 and in Its rough state
weighed nearly 50 carats, Ferdinand
Joseph Maximlllian, then archduke of
Austria, traveled extensively in South
America. While he. was In Brazil he
.
.
.
1. ....
1.1
muu,
lui a
uuuiut me uuiiuoiiu, 11
price approximating $375,000.
The Jewel toduy Is in the same condition as It was when worn by the Empress Marie Charlotte In Maxinilllian's.
short reign In Mexico.
When Maximlllian was executed a
commission wus designated to 'sell the
diamond along with other gems that
had been part of the gorgeous court.
The stone was bought by an American.
As part of his estate the diamond la
again to be sold.
e

.

1

119

Are Corns a Luxury?
When Is a luxury tax? Representative Aaron S. Krelder tells this story:
. A woman went Into a restirurant and
ordered a plate of Ice cream, and when
she came to pay she hud a check for
15 cents and 2 cents was added to It.
She asked : "What does that 2 cents
mean?"
"Well," she was told, "15 cents for
your Ice cream and 2 cents luxury
tax."
She paid It, and then she walked
across the street to the drug store and
asked for a corn plaster, uud she got
a check for 10 cents, and 1 cent added.
She sold. "What Is the 1 cent for?"
"That is the luxury tux."
"Well," she said, "this Is the first
time ! ever knew that corns were a
luxury."
Now that Is the way It goes. There
are a great many things to be considered In discussing tax propositions.
From the Nation's Business.
A gift Is something cheapest bought
and often dearest paid for.

Will You Have A lift
many have, that a change from
coffee or tea would be wise, try

Do not delay overmuch
ting off the first crop of clover; ,
often the early cut field will
yield a really worthwhile crop t
in September, and price or no
price, clover In the mow Is a t

yN

Dodson's Liver Tone Is a pleasant-tasting- ,
purely vegetable remedy,
harmless to both children and adulta.
Take a spoonful at night and wake up
feeling fine; nn biliousness, sick headache, acid stomach or constipated
bowels. It doesn't gripe or cause Inconvenience ail the next day like violent calomel. Take a dose of calomel
today and tomorrow you will feel
weak, sick and nauseated. Don't los
a day.

If you have reason to nelieve. as

In get- -

the delicious
Burley flavor

e

five-gallo- n

CUT CLOVER EARLY

To seal in

'

Every druggist In town has noticed
a great falling off In the sale of
calomel. They all give the same reason. Dodson's Liver Tone Is taking
Its place.
"Calomel Is dangerous and people
know It." Dodson's Liver Tone Is personally guaranteed by every druggist
who sells It. A large bottle doesn't
What Is Needed In Preserving Eggs for Winter Supply.
cost very much but If It fails to give
(Prepared by the United Btatea Deportdlcate first stages of decay. An egg easy relief In every case of liver slugment of Agriculture )
that appears very dark or black, ex- gishness and constipation, Just ask
Coys and girls who are members of cept
for a large fixed air cell, con- for your money back.
Inare
who
or
tho3e
poultry clubs,
a chick at an advanced stage
tains
terested in any way In chickens, should of Incubation.
Waiting for the Doctor. .
learn how to candle and preserve
The waiting room of the doctor's
Fresh
eggs,
properly
preserved,
eggs. Candling means the sorting out
may be kept from six to ten months office was full of pntlents. The docof bad eggs before a strong light In and be almost as good for household tor opened the door of his private oflight
rays
of
such a manner that the
purposes as fresh eggs. Another rea- fice and called : "Who Is next?"
come to the eye through the egg so
"Well, whnt do you know that's
son for preserving eggs In water glass,
tlint the contents can be seen and the for Instance, Is the fact that they do news?" asked the doctor, as the next
condition noted.
man started to enter the door.
not acquire the objectionable
The shell of a newly laid egg has a
taste."
Before the doctor could shut the
soft "glow" or "bloom" which Is a sign
Allow Three Dozen to Gallon.
floor of the private office all the peoof perfect freshness. This glow or
To preserve 15 dozen eggs In wa- ple In the waiting room heard him
bloom is destroyed by handling, and in
ter, glass these "directions are given reply: "I Just was reading where Adany case disappears after the egg has by
the specialists of the United Stutes miral Dewey has captured Manila bay."
been exposed to the air for a short Department of Agriculture:
time. After that It Is dlfflcult to disSelect "a
earthen crock,
Red Cross Ball Blue should be used
tinguish a fresh egg from an old one clean It thoroughly, scald, 'and allow
tn every home. It makes clothes white
by the appearance of the shell, so
It to dry. Heat teu to twelve quarts
candling becomes necessary If you of water to the boiling point, and al- as snow and never injures the fabric.
All good grocers, 5c.
would be sure that the egg Is good.
When the water Is
low It to cool.
Candle Eggs In a Dark Room.
cool, measure out nine quarts, put InEggs can be candled best In a dark to the crock and add one quart of GOT ACQUAINTED WITH ROAD
room, by the use of a bright light In- sodium silicate, commonly called wa
closed In a box or case having a hole ter glass, which can be bought at any Writer Took Harriman's Advice and
a trifle smaller than an egg directly drug store. Stir well, so that the soStudied the Erie Line Before
opposite the light. The egg is held lution becomes thoroughly mixed.
Writing About It
An
at this hole for examination.
The solution thus prepared Is ready
ordinary hand lamp, a lantern, an In- - for the eggs, which moy be put In all
Some 15 years ago John E. Cara-heas a financial writer for the Wall
at once, or from time to time as they
are obtainable. Care should be taken Street News Bureau, was assigned to
In putting thera Into the Jar not to cover the office and affairs of the late
crack or break the "shells; also be E3. II. Harrlman. He once boldly beardsure the solution covers the eggs at ed Mr. Harrlman upon what financing
all times. Put the crock containing was In store for the Erie railroad.
"What do you know about the
the preserved eggs in a cool, dry
place, and cover with a tight- lid or
the great financier.
"Everything," assured the youthful
waxed paper to prevent evaporation.
To preserve a smaller or larger aspirant for Information, adding: Why,
number of eggs, the solution should Mr. Harrlman. I have ridden over It
be mixed and prepared In the same to Patterson, N. J., and Nyack, N. Y."
proportions.
"What I" roared Mr. Harrlman. "You
go at once to President Underwood
Use Only Clean Fresh Eggs.
'
$
i
;
If best results are to be obtained of the Erie, tell him I sent you, and get
v
'
I
!
, ...
the eggs should be clean and fresh, transportation
to cdVer the entire
and preferably infertile. For this rea- system. Then you go out and learn
f
best when possible to something about the Erie. Come and
son It
candle the eggs carefully before pre see me when you return and I will
serving them unless they are known answer your questions."
strictly fresh. If an egg Is only
Mr. Caraher Erie-efor a fortnight,
A Shoebox and a Lamp Will Do for to be
slightly soiled a cloth dampened with and after again seeing Mr. Harrlman
Candling Eggs.
vtnegar may be used to remove stains, wrote- an Erie article that was well
candescent bulb, or a flashlight can be but eggs should never be washed with
reading.
used. If you are using a box and a water or soap and water, as water worth
lamp
box
a
hand
the
should have hole removes the protective coating on the
Glass Workers Lose Sight.
at the top, otherwise the heat from shell and may tend to cause the con
Many of the workmen In the glass
the top of the chimney would set the tents to spoil. Never use badly-sotlefactories of Venice begin to lose their
box on fire. A tester chimney made or cracked eggs. They may spoil
all sight after they have passed their forof tin, such as Is used on a lamp for the others.
year and soon, become totally
testing eggs In Incubators, may be
Fresh eggs preserved according to tieth
used for candling, In which case you these directions usually will keep for blind. The Impairment of vision Is
by the excessive heat and the
would not need the box, as the eggs from
six to ten months, and can be caused
glare from the glass furnaces.
are tested by means of a hole In the used satisfactorily for cooking and for
side of the tin. the table. If, however, preserved eggs
A perfectly good, fresh egg shows
are to be boiled, a small hole should
"full" and "clear" before the light be made with a pin in the larger end
There Is almost no air cell at the large of the shell before placing thera tn
the
end and the yolk outline Is only faintly water, to allow
the air In the egg to
visible. A fixed air cell of
escape when heated, and thus prevent
to
of an Inch In depth cracking.
"
Indicates a fresh egg, as eggs run generally. A larger air cell with a movOld Phosphate Fertilizer.
able lower - line Indicates according
Bonemeal Is the oldest of phosphate
to sizes and fluctuations a stale egg
or one becoming weak and watery. fertilizers and has long been in great
Very small dark spots sometimes seen demand. In avullabillty It stands beusually are blood clots. Large dark tween acid phosphate and rock phosspots, blood rings, and shadows are phate and Is particularly good on fall
due to heat and germination, and In wheat, clover and alfalfa.

Do you
know why
it's toasted?

yfcjsT-- u

"Dodson's Liver Tone" is Taking Place of Dangerous,

Wlille OiinmlH

wnnls settlers, and la
pursuing every legitimate means 1o
secure them, It Is realized, as pointed
out by Hon. J. A. Cnlder, minister of
Immigration and colonization, that 'selection Is necessary, and In order to
keep undesirables out of tbe country
legislation Is pnssod Hint will doubtless bnve tliU effect. As pointed out
by the minister, the class of settlers
which C'nnnda stands most ready to
welcome are those who desire:
Opportunity to acquire good farm
land, either free or at a cost within
their means.
Opportunity to live In a country under healthful conditions and llheruJ
laws and among nn Intelligent and
friendly, people.
Opportunity to live In a country
where children receive free public education and where all children are enabled to start In the battle of life with,
as nearly as possible, equal advantages.
Opportunity to live In a country
where Industry applied to the land
will produce something more than the
bare necessities of life, and will afford
within reasonable time comfort and
Independence.
Opportunity to live In a country
where ambition Is not handicapped by
any creed, birth, or class, but where
every citizen has the right to aspire
to the highest position In his or her
chosen walk In life.
These are the conditions which will
appeal to the most desirable people
for this or tiny country, conditions
which, to a certain degree, make an
automatic selection of the fittest.
Canada possesses form lands In
large areas which may be had free or
at a cost within the reach of the settler of limited means. Vast areas are
available for settlement within reasonable distances of railways. Land values have In the last quarter of a century received a tremendous Impetus,
no that any good farm land which can
atill be secured In Its raw state at
reasonable prices Is an attraction.
Such lands today are probably more
attractive to the settler than were the
free homesteads of the pioneer era.
The country has been tried out ; Its
possibilities have been proved ; the
trails have been blazed; the' foundations have been laid. Railroads, telephones and public roads have been
provided ; market towns dot the prairies and other agricultural districts;
schools, churches, and all the marks
of modern conditions of life abound.
Records which have been token over
a period of years cstublish the fact
that Western Canada's grain production Is greater per acre than that of
probably any other new country. It Is
worthy of note that the production of
grain per acre In many of" the older
countries has Increased with the Intensified farming methods whfch the
very high cost of land made necessary.
This condition does not yet obtain to
any extent In Canada, and yet the
yield compares favorably with some
audi countries In which the cost of
land Is very much greater than It Is
In the fanning districts of the Dominion. In most cases present owners
of Canadian farm land who are not
cultivating It themselves are willing
to sell at moderate prices and on
terms arranged for the convenience of
the purchaser, provided that the purchaser Is prepared to go Into actual
operation and bring the land under
cultivation and cause It to produce.
That Is the kind of settler which Canada wants and to whom It extends
open arms. Advertisement
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Fed-

by the use of appropriate sieves, cleaning devices, or other practical means
suited to separate the foreign mate-

rial present. Foreign material other
than dockage Is the foreign material
that Is not separated' In the screening
and remains In the dockage-fre- e
cample and Is a factor In the grading,
definite percentages being permitted
within each numerical grade. Dockage does not affect the grade.

Cut Clover for Seed.
Clover should be cut for seed when
most of the seeds have become fully
mature, but before the heads are so
dry that much slielllngwlll take place
while the cutting is being done.

No Flies on Cows.
To keep cows quiet and contented
In the federal they should be sprayed to keep flies
A good time to spray Is after
apply to for- off.
specialists of milking In the morning and before
United States uillkliig time In the afternoon.

There are two terms
wheat standards which
eign material, explain
the bureau of markets,
Department of Agriculture "dockage"
Grow Legumee for Humus.
and "foreign material other than
Productive soils must have humus.
dockage." The terra dockage Is applied to the foreign material which It U cheaper and better to make It
can be removed readily from the wheat at home. Grow legumes.

Postum Cereal
You'll find what thousands of
others have found complete sat--

isfaction to taste, and freedom
from harm to nerves or digestion

When coffee or tea disturbs,

its

easy to get up where you belong,

with Postum

There s a Reason
Sold by grocers
everywhere
Tlada bv

1

Postum Cereal

Co, lac

Battle Creek.ttith.
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STYLISH FABRIC

KILL RATG TODAY
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After Lcrg Siifferbg Vat, Siefert
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Tennessee Farmer Wants to Go
who always demand beauty In their
PASTE
From House to House and
ELECTRIC
clothes, but the full skirt Is among
Rata, Mlre.dvkroachee,
TbesnarameMl "lller"
fr
us.
so
Tell Everybody About
beautiful in
the graleM known carrier,
It Is not nearly
Ant and Waterbn?of dleae. Thj dtror btith fiK.d and pmpertj.
model of cloth as those which follow
force. thee peala to rna
Hloctrlo
Slearna'
I'enle
Tanlac.
fmni the botMInf for water end fnh air.
the natural lines of the figure, but it
THAW TRAPS
IIHHHKTTKR
KEADT
FOR
Buffered with
Is much more suitable to the dress of
Pottsvilte, Pa.-- 'T
IMteetlona In la languaganln .Terr boa.
I were not so busy with my TWOtUM.IMendll.eo.
"If
nont-- to kill Ul o AW ratal
female trouble for four or five years and
peasant
wash
material
than
chenv farm work I
the
,
V. . Uommmeat boj. It
, was very irregular.
would go from bouse to
1 was not fit to do
house and tell the people about Tan
,
Youthful Model, Organdie Trimmings. lac," tiaid A. J. Uvlngston, a well- my work at times
Sund took medicine
A charming dress for warm sumknown furmer, living near Ashland
jfroro. a doctor and
mer mornings may be made of red and City, Tenn.
"
"
;?ot no benefit "
white checked glnghnm In the follow"I had stomach and kidney trouble
isaw Lydia E. rinking way : Cut the boc'lce portion Just and suffered torment with my back
Sham's Vegetable
like a chemise dress with kimono and side. The doctors could do nothx;:
'Compound adver
sleeves and gather a full skirt to this ing for me, bo I wrote to a friend of
tised in the news
papers and took it
slightly below the normal waistline. mine In Nashville about Tanlac, and
j and got all right.
I
The neck may be squared or round he advised me to try It, saying he had
"gained
twenty
and finished with a bias fold of bright heard so many favorable reports about
pounds or more and
'
red organdie underlaid with one of It and sent me a bottle.
am now able to do my work. I recomwhite. The sleeves may be cut off at
"After taking the lirst bottle I felt
mend the Vegetable Compound to my
any length desired, although rather so much better that 1 ordered another
friends and you may use these facts as a
short ones would be attractive, and bottle myself and the' result Is 1 am
testimonial. 'Mrs. Sallib Siefert,
these should be edged with" organdie
813 W. Fourth Street, PotUville, Pa.
well man. I told a friend of mine
The everyday life of many housewives
lu two colors to match the neck.
about it and ordered a bottle for him
is a continual straggle with weakness
Now 'make a narrow belt of the red and he had good results. 1 can eat
and pain. There is nothing more wearorgandie or of the gingham if you anything I want and it don't hurt me,
ing than the ceaseless round of houselike, and line It with white, allow- and can sleep like a log. To tell you
hold duties and they become doubly hard
ing the white to show at either edge the truth, I just simply feel like a new
when some female trouble makes every
In the form of a piping.
Ornament man and have more strength and enbone and muscle ache, and nerves all on
this with two tiny stiff flat bows of ergy than I have had In years. It Is
edge.
the red, faced with white. Tie the gir- simply the grandest medicine In the
If you are one of these women do not
suffer for four or five years as Mrs.
dle In the back, permitting the stiff world. I would like to see all of my
Siefert did, but profit by her experience
little bows to come at either side of friends and get those who are suffersmd be restored to health by Lydia E.
the front. The skirt may be plain or ing to try It, and I hope you will reuch
Compound.
Vegetable
linkham's
The purified and refined
it may have two large tucks enclrcllng them through this testlmonlaC'whlch
calomel tablet jhat are
It.
If further ornamentation Is de- I have gladly given."
nauseates, safe and sure.
sired, sew the tucks In a long running
Tanlac, the celebrated medicine,
stitch with red worsted and trim the which accomplished such remarkable
Medicinal virtues retain-e- d
neck and sleeves in the same way.
results In this man's case, Is a won
and improved. Sold
Neither' worsted nor organdie Is derful tonic, appetizer and Invlgorant.
only in sealed packages.
a new trimming for gingham dresses, It - builds up the system, creates a
Price 35c.
but evidently designers have not been healthy appetite, promotes digestion
A man is as old as his organs; he
able to think of anything prettier to and assimilation of the food and
can be as vigorous and healthy at
take their place, for we have them makes you feel strong, sturdy and
used more profusely than ever this well as nature intended.
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
year. This Is especially true of or
performing their functions. Keep
Sold by leading druggists every
gandie. Quantities of organdie frills, where. Advertisement
1
your vital organs healthy with
.
both gathered and platted, are seen.
If. you are a youthful amateur
Protect
Substituted.
dressmaker you may prefer the 'Mex
"So you have taken to carrying
Your Li
ican note sponsored so strongly by
a monkey t This Is going too
Jeanne Lnnvln of Paris In her spring around
1
Home a
Business
and summer collection of clothes. A far!"'
you never go anywhere
"Well,
You'll feel safe If protected by a
frock shows the straight bodice just
reliable Revolver or Automatic Pistol.
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
described, with a Mexican collar fas with me," was his wife's somewhat
We can save you money on Colts,
troubles
sine
acid
uric
retort.
and
bladder
ambiguous
Hver,
Smith & Wesson and lower priced
tened to one side. By way of variety,
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
revolvers
and automatics of reliable
this skirt Is plaited and cut longer in
organs. All druggists, three sizes.
makes. Write today for prices and
tne
Catalog.
Is
at
the
It
front
and
back
than
Look tot Um nan Cold Medal ra erery box
WOLF St KLAR
sides, but any plain 6klrt may be used
and accept no imitation
Manufacturers' Agent, for Firearms
Now U th Tim to Get Rid of
with a bodice such as this.
1005 Main Street, Fort Worth, Texas
TkM Ugly Spot.
Embroideries are not lacking on
There's no lonrer the lightest need of
wash dresses, but they are reserved feel in aihamed of your freckles, ma Othlni
THET SPREAD
Is guaranteed to remove
double etrenRth
DIBRABH
Kill
more especially for models of linen these
homely spots.
FlatcaH mvher. DAISY fcl.V KILLER attrac-t- and
BluiDiy set an ounce of Othlne double
kills ail fliea. Nnt. clean, ornamDtaJ, convenient and
or crash. A etralghtllne frock of nat- strength
,
a
Cneap
apply
from your
Liau aiiaes
on. Made of metal.
ural color crash Is most attractive Utile of It night and morntotrand and you
can't M)ill or tin over:
should soon see that even the worst frccklee
with heavy embroideries In brown.
will not Boll or injur
begun
lighter
to disappear, while the
have
anything. Guarantied,
have vanished entirely. It is seldom
The skirt portion was 'embroidered ones mere
U A I O I
than one ounce la needed to comWoman
FLY KILLER
Hew
with heavy " threads of mercerized that
pletely clear the skin and sain a beaut Uul
at toot dealer or
6 bT EXPKKHS. prepaid, SI .25.
complexion.
"1 was nearly dead until I found
brown cotton from the hem to about clear
Be sure to aek for the double strength HAROLD SOUEU3. 1M ! fLaib A.. Brooklyn, K. X.
Eatonlc and I can truly say it saved
Hie knees; It was a chemise dress. Othlne, as this Is sold under guarantee of
my life. It Is the best stomach medi
Hitch.! Tt r.co Cr DnpTer Truck
The bottom of the sleeves were orna money back If It (alls to remove freckles.
Pavrtfl and Service
cine ever made," writes Mrs. Ella Red and White Checked Gingham mented In like manner, and so was a
Smith.
Kind.
the
That's
straight
narrow
which
stood
collar
OrFrock With Trimmings of White
Acid stomach causes awful misery
tl.Pl
IUi.
may be the theory SIS M. Broadway tD. I
gandie and Flowers Embroidered In up around the neck, but turned down
which Eatonlc quickly gets rid of by
Oklahoma City
In the front, as the dress was slashed on which new nations are founded, but
Red Worsted.
taking up and carrying out the acidity
Just plain determination .la the only
and folded back to form revers.
126 RIARKIOTIT JACKS
and gases which prevent good diges
I taav. . bargain Tor jou, come quick.
thing that ever enabled" one of them
tion. A tablet taken after meals brings ory, says no. In wash fabrics we must
Dress That Harks Back to 1880.
... i;i.ow jack. WAMJa
W.
quick relief. Keeps the stomach be gay. Black and white cottons had
A new way of using worsted era- - to get anywhere. Boftton Transcript.
ti4ar Rapid, Iowa
healthy and helps to prevent the many their Innings last year.
Now their broidery on a linen frock, and also
Ills so liable to arise from excess acid. place is usurped by red and white of obtaining a good deal of color,
Don't suffer from stomach miseries checks.
There Is a goodly showing appears in a demure gray chemise
when you can get a big box of Katonic
brown and white as well as many dress. It has an apron tunic In
for a trifle with your druggist's guar of
greens, but reds are most prominent. the front only, attached
to the
antee.
e
saying, an waist portion at a low hue.
According to an
The
Net Contents ISTluid PraoWl
Individual Is as old as he or she foels, trimming consists of appliqued motifs
and no woman could help feeling very of bright colored linen in novel shapes
young In these fresh, crisp, wash stitched to the dress with worsted of
For Infants and Children.
dresses that In design, material and contrasting hue.
coloring are very like those she wore'
As a vurlatlon of the embroidered
In her schoolgirl days.
Except for trimming, straight chemise frocks of
NOT ONLY FOR CHILLS AND FEVER
the size it would be. next to Impossible heavy white linen the chemise model
BUT A FINE GENERAL TONIC.
to distinguish them from little girls' Is used for the heavier fabrics are
dresses.
trimmed straight down front and back
West the Dentist The full skirt which stalks so threat panels' with points of red and white
enlngly among the new clothes finds a checked gingham. The glnghnm also
Better Dentistry
logical place In the cotton dress, fhe Is stitched in pointed effect around the
slim silhouette is retained by dress neckline, which Is somewhat high but
for Less Money
imilatin2UieFoo4byfe.uta-- l
V,
v.'Ui B shallow oval in form, end around
129 VEST MAIN STREET makers catering to the women
really know mosf about dress, ad the sleeves.
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Restored to Health by
lytlia L Finlbam's Vegetable

1

"

"The best thing I can tell you about
ginghams," said the head of a highly
successful firm In America Import
ing mnterinls for wash dresses, "Is
that they are the best thing In the
No other cotton dress fab
world.
ric approaches them In volume of
tales this year."
Every summer wardrobe that makes
any pretension whatever of approaching completeness should Include sevThis Is good
eral gingham frocks.
news, because gingham has much beNo
sides fashion to recommend It.
woman Is averse to buying Inexpensive
clothes that are In the height of fash- Ion, and this is one of the things
that still may be snld of the gingham
frock. The price of gingham Is now
considerably lower than it has been
for two or three years.
The prettiest dresses of this fabric
are simple, the Beauty of such a dress
lying in the selection of colors and
perhaps an unusual bit of trimming.
Checks Brighten Landscape.
It might be expected, with the pres
ent craze for dull, black silk dresses,
that black anJ white cottons would be
chosen.
Hut fashion, ever contradict- -
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CVT YOUR PAINT COST ONE-IIAL.- F
BUY Ui&KCT 1UOM THIS FACTOKY

Weatherproof Paint Stands the Test

Vade from the finest lngredlenta money eaa
buy. Pure Oil Pure Iead and the proper
amount of Puie Zino UioroiiKhly mixed. If
paint can be made better we will be glal
to make It. All colore and white, 12.00 per
sallon, and every gallon fully guaranteed.
Wall rarer l cenTn pr roll up.
WKATHCtU'KOUr . FAINT CO.
IS B. Hob lean
Oklahoma Citf

Comfort Your Skin
With Cuticiira Soap
I lelsfea
Mf e fn
Soas 25c, Oiatatent 25 aae 50c, Ttlcaa 25c.
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Modes of Hairdressing
The short cap sleeve, which Is Just
a little puff. Is used In summer dresses
of the lighter materials, such as voiles
It also makes an occaand crepes.
sional appearance In some of the heavier fabrics, but, although the dress Itself Is of a heavier cotton, the 1830
sleeve Is of a thinner material. For
Instance, a quaint looking dress of
flowered chlutz, made with a straight
skrlt, has puff
bodice and
sleeves of white organdie, the cuffs
of which are stitched with red worsted.
Further touches of the orgnndle appear In the form of plcoted ruffles encircling skirt end deep, round neck.
The modes of hairdressing In Paris
Indicate a vogue for smooth and uncurled arrangements of the hulr, as In
opposition to the much-waveand
puffed coiffure which has been worn
The exaggerated
for several years.
psyche knot low down on the head Is
much affected by Englishwomen as
Although the
well as Porlslennes.
hair Is arranged not only with plainness, but apparently with precision,
most fantastic headdresses are worn.
The large Spanish comb Is retained.
d

d

ThcrcrromdinDirtllon

The newest combs are of Ivory rather
than shell. Thvise white combs are
most effective. For those who do not
comb they may be
like an
had with. beautiful enameling In color
as well as with settings of precious
stones.
The weirdest of feather ornaments
r.re chosen for the hair.
Bands of
the costly and forbidden paradise may
completely encircle the head or plum
age of the common barnyard fowl may
make the craziest loqklng headdress
Imaginable.
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New Lines.

Trains may do anything this season
one of the newest lines Is that which
Starts at the "square-neckefront of
the corsages and cascades down over
the arms In lieu of sleeves. This
en ptiHKunt Is a delightful departure
from the court train which tiwlngs
from the bagk shoulders.

Thirty Years

d

Evening Gowns.
The dyed lace evening gown Is often
accompanied by s square cape oX Uaa
same lace lined with taffeta.

i t r.

Exact Copy of Wrapper,
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THE KENNA PECORD
MANY NOTED BASEBALL PLAYERS
HAIL FROM CITY OF CINCINNATI

rr
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TALLEST PLAYER ON OMAHA TEAM

RETIRING OF VARDON
CAUSES DEEP REGRET
Has Been Playing Golf for Over
Thirty-Fou- r
Years.

'

Followers of Scottish Game Find
Occasion to Complain at Removal
of "Master Stylist" Estab-llshe- d
Enviable Record.

n

The news from the other side that
llnrry Vardon, known throughout the
golf world as the "master stylist," has
definitely decided to retire from
tournament piny, has caused deep regret. Vardon Is past fifty years of
age. He has been playing In competitive golf since he was sixteen years
old.
Over a span of 84 years this
master of the game has earned the
right to doff the spangles. Yet all
who have ever witnessed the Briton in
action will silently complain. There
was ever In the sty'e and manner of
the popular Englishman an elusive
something that reached to the heart
of the average golfer and carved Miere
a spot especially for Harry Vardon.
The easy, graceful form of Vardon,
the utter luck' of a waste of energy
In his shots, the almost wistful expression of Vardon will ever remain
pleasant-jnemorlesIt was fervently
.
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A.Cowske.

"Was you offer in Zlnzonutte?" miys
the Prince of Pllsen.
Well Hint's the town that put baseball on' the nnip. Properly It's the
liub of baseball, because It was the
first town of organized bull, or more
properly put, It was the first town if
professional salary-payinbaseball.
It Is the town that has rounded out
more baseball celebrities
ian any
other city In America. It enn rlght-fuJl- y
lay claim to Buck Ewlng, Long
John Rellly and Charles Street, the
first human to catch a baseball
dropped from the top of Washington
monument. This was In 1808, and but
one other, Billy Sullivan, was able to
accomplish the trick. Asa Brainerd,
one of the best pitchers of his time
Is another.
Just Imagine the picture back In
1808, the Adonis of baseball, with long
flowing mutton-chowhiskers dallying
with his underhand delivery, an expert and the greatest exponent of
pitching of his time.
Adopted Uniform First.
And Cincinnati was the first club
to adopt the baseball uniform as we
know It. They formerly wore long
trousers, much after the pattern of
(hose worn by lawn teunls players
g

p

J

-

J

Claude Davenport Is the biggest player on the Omaha baseball team and
prorably the biggest In professional baseball. Before going to the Nebraska
nine he played with the San Antonio Southern league team ond the boys say
it was the Texas sun that did It. CJjiude stands six feet and six Inches high.'
The photograph shows Claude Davenport with two of Omaha's smallest
players: "Whltey" Gislason (left) and Fred llaney.
Fancy being an umpire with Ll'l Claude at bat.

Eddie fcouscH

ful If there Is another record equal- In? his la length of service ; "Wahoo"
Snui Crawford, Jake Danbert, Harry
Vaughn, Iletnie Groh and ball players
equally us noted In their time.
And the managers, Ilrigins, Clarke
Griffith nn.i others, and pitchers, Or- "
Brown,
vil Cvetall,
Noodles Ilahn, Fred Toney, Uube Benton, Theodore Breltenstein, the best
d
flinger of his time but the
list is too long to mention all of them.

INDIANS
Spitball

"Three-Fingered-

DRAWBACKS

IN

Champion Willie Hoppe May Not Play
Tennis, Golf, Bowl, Baseball,
or Pick a Banjo.
in
-
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Harry Vardon.
hoped that Vardon would hang on for
a few seasons. But the man who made
such a deep and lasting impression
has followed the advice of his physl'
clans and will confine himself to one-dnevents 'had to teaching.
Since 1800, when he won his first
championship Vardon has established
an enviable record. He has won the
British Open, the golf classic of Eu
rope, Bis times. Ills last victory lu
this event was In 1914.

V
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Willie Hoppe.
not aim a cue, he gets the Jack. That
sounds fine, but
There is a vacation drawback In
the things the Insurance policy for
bids htm to do. It reads that he can
not :
Play tennis, play golf, bowl, play
catch with a baseball or pick a banjo
or mandolin.
"Guess I'll have to go swimming,
says Hoppe.

The year 1876 marked the Inauguration of several athletic organizations as well as the centennial celebration of the United
States at Philadelphia with the
big exposition. It was the first
year of the National baseball
league and the first championship meets of tho Amateur
Athletic Union end Intercollegiate A. A. A. A. were held. The
National Association of Amateur
Oarsmen was formed lu 1872
and held Its first regatta In 1873.

Allan Sothoron, spitbull pitcher. Is
6ack' In the American league. After
the Browns had released him to Boston on waivers and that club, after
using him In three games, discovered
suddenly that his contract had not
been made clear, and therefore re
turned him to St. Louis, he was sent
to Columbus. Before he could get Into
action In the Association Tris Speaker
concluded he might be of use to the
Indians, so an arrangement was made

IN FAVOR

Receipts for Spurs and Villa Game
Amounted to $35,000 Crowd of
61,991 Attended.
.

The popularity of soccer football In
England was again shown by the receipts for the Spurs and Villa game at
White Hart Lane recently which
amounted to nenrly ?35,000, a record
for any English cup game outside of
the- finals. In order that the crowd
might be In keeping with the accommodation. Spurs made the price of
admission 2 shillings, which kept the
attendance down to 51,001.
MOLANDER TO ASSIST STAGG

(7

fMr.
... J

.

Chicago University
Former
Star
Athlete Accepts Offer to Be
Assistant Coach.
Dr. Charles O. Molander of Rock-for- d
announced that he has accepted
an offer to be assistant to Coach
Alonzo Stagg of the University of Chicago and will take up his new duties
Sept. 1. He played football at University of Chicago and was captain
of the basketball team and a star
guard.
OF

PITCHING

DECLINES

Umpire O'Toole Says Twlrlers
Southern League Have Degenerated Into Throwers.

of

Jack O'Toole, returning to the
Southern league as au umpire lias
some observations to make on the decline In Southern league pitching. The
pitchers In the league today, says the
Pitchumpire, are just "throwers."
ers of several years ago In the Southern could wade through the league
and seldom If ever lose, says O'Toole.
Another League in Dixie.
Another new league Is reported from
Dixie.
It is called the Alabama-Tennesse- e
Allan Sothoron.
and has four clubs and will
schedule. The cities
all around under which Cleveland took play a
over the player's contract and Soth- In the circuit are Sheffield, RusscllvlUo
oron became a baby member of the and Decatur in Alabama and Columbia In Tennessee.
world's champions.
100-gam- e

INTERESTING
SPORT NOTES
Twelve nations will try to take tho
Davis cup away from the United
States next August.
L

Coaler, a selling plater, set a new
ecord for a mile and a furlong at
Belmont Park. Man o' War held the
former record.

the

trap-shootin- g

Bet-tUi-

From One

Shunted

876 an Athletic Year.

Truman P. Gardner of St. PuuL
The Giants would grow stronger If Minn.,
hag been elected captalu of tha
they
Groh.
no
had
Rapp.
This Is
game gets slower.
Yale track team for next year, no la
a pole vaulter.
The American league Is a neck
Fred Mitchell has a hustling outfit
home-run
ahead
In
of
the
National
the
this season.
Governor Taylor of Tennessee has
race.
signed the law making It a crime
The Indians without Steve O'Nell
punishable with penitentiary sentence
ine tiaiamazoo ciut has a new sec for accepting a bribe to throw a boll
are like Uncle Tom's Cabin without
ond basemun, George Barnes, who fame.
bis cubln.
halls from the Independent fields of
"The"average height of major league Detroit. He started oft well.
Sam Sutton, Port Burwell, Ont., won
grand handicap
the International
Anr Is 5 feet 10V4 Inches. The averIolas Hoffman Is the name of a col
championship at tha
age age Is 29.
leglan from the Ohio State university thirty-secon- d
annual tournament at
g
who Is due to get a trial with the De St. Thomas.
Barney Dreyfuss Is mistaken.
.
Tigers. Iolus Is a catcher.
on Pittsburgh was not gambling, troit
M. Carpentier has expressed
Since
but lias been a cinch.
Earl Neale was supposed to go from the honorable Intention of putting Mr.
by the Phillies to the Beds on waivers, Dempsey to sleep before the sixth,
Tilri Fpeaker has been robbed
tit but now It Is said Cincinnati swaps round, their little meeting promises
on
him
home
i,u.e one who stole
to be anything but a sleepy affair.
Sam Crane to Philadelphia for him.
ttls luke camp la Canada.
livelier

S0TH0R0N SOCCER FOOTBALL

ART

AROUND THE DIAMOND
As the baseballs get

Artist,

UP

With Cleveland.

HIS VACATION

Vacation time doesn't mean as
much to Willie Hoppe, world's cham
pion bllllardlst, as it does to Mr. and
Mrs. Average Citizen.
Willie's hands are Insured for $100,- 000. If they are Injured so he can

SIGN

Club to Another, Finally Lands

left-hande-

now.

The grand old man of baseball,
Charles Comlskey, was a member of
the Iteda In 1892, 1893 and 1894. This
Is sufficient honor to make any club
noted, for Coinniy has done as much
hs any other- living man toward perpetuating the game.
r
There was Charley Radhourne, who
.
pitched more winning games, consecutively and continuously, than any
other living man. lie had the ball
Jumping and curving as much In his
day as any of the fllngers of today,
or as the fellow who discovered the
"bpltter," "knuckle," or whatever the
iikmIoiii
kinks are called. "King"
Kelly, the most talked of player that
ever played the national game; Fete
Browning, Bobby Caruthers, Arley
Irfilliain, Tip O'Nell. "Bug" llolllday,
George Tebeau, Jim White, "Kid"
Buldwln, Harry Coveleskle, Stelnfeld,
Elmer Smith and as many other
notorieties In the baseball world were
produced In Cincinnati.
Never Had a .400 Hitter.
With all these the Reds never produced a .400 hitter.
But she did have several mighty
near that goal. J. B. Seymore won
the bolting honors In 1900 with .377,
and Chase In 1910 with .830, Itousch
In 1917 with .841, and again In 1919
with .821, and a host of swatters like
Mike Donlan, Jake lieckley, who
played at first and at bat with the
leaders for 24 years, and It is doubt

i

DIAMOND YARNS
Falling to get Kohlbecker from LitYHlow Horse Is a bad Indian In the
tle Rock, the Atlanta club decided to
box for the Flrates.
bold on to Qllle Fuhrman.
epidemic sickens the
The home-ru- n
Seattle's whole catching staff la
ball owners. They buy the balls.
more or less crippled, with Jack
Pitcher Joe Boehllng has been re- Adams being the worst off.
leased by the Toronto baseball club.
The Reading club Is In a sad way
Duncan of Cincinnati recently lifted and seems destined to drop clear out
the bull over the fence at the Red's of sight In the International race,
e
park.
Atlanta has tent Pitcher William
to La
There already hare been more home Konemau, a young
runs made this year than there are Grange of the Georgia state for seasoning.
homes.
right-hande-

r,

'

Toronto has sent Williams, a rookie
pitcher, to the Saginaw club of the
Mint league.
Some of the plays indicate that the
but Isn't the only thing on the field
Toade of wood.

Four of Meuse'.'a home run drives
tave been made off Brooklyn pitchers.
Jtobbfe should worry.

The International league race will
look like a kitten chasing Its tull In
a circle If Baltimore persliits in adding
victories.
The Cincinnati club Is trying out
two luflelders Just out of college. One-ICoons, a shortstop, of the University of Cincinnati, and the other Johnson, a third baseman, who comes from
the North Carolina State college.

